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Content Notes: Guns, adultery, parenting revelations, poison, food, syringes, plastic 
surgery, theft, alcohol, fear of re-incarceration

Note about titles: if you’re familiar with the rules of Scottish aristocracy, you might 
notice a few inaccuracies in the way the titles are presented here (in reality, a woman 
cannot be a Duchess of her own accord and the title can only come from her marriage 
to a man). There is also no Duke/Duchess of Lomond as Lomond is a loch, not a place 
name. The differences are for purely stylistic reasons and aren’t anything to do with the 
central mystery.
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VICTIM

RUTH, THE DUCHESS OF LOMOND, 58. Outdoorsy, aristocratic aunt travelling up to her estate near 

Fort William. She has a (licensed) hunting rifle, as well as plenty of outdoor sports gear.

SUSPECTS

• HEATHER LOMOND, the victim’s niece (daughter of victim’s brother. Both parents now deceased). 

28, personable, dismissive of family’s wealth and aristocracy.      

    [Murderer)

• DAVID FULLER, 32, a plastic surgeon travelling from London to Preston with his adorable 

pointer dog (Boxer) and secretly in a relationship with Heather.      

     [Accomplice to the murderer]

• MABEL MACBRIDE, an old flame of the victim who happened to be on the same train by chance. 

• REBECCA STIRLING, Mabel’s current partner. She openly disliked the victim and knows the 

family from her youth. She’s Heather’s real aunt and is well aware of the fact.

• ELLIE WEBSTER and JACK PETERSON, the two train staff members who interact with the victim 

the most.

• DR HAROLD PLIMCOE, WILL HOLLAND and ALEX GRANT - other passengers in the carriage who 

hadn’t previously met the victim or any of the other suspects. Harold is a medical doctor and 

is able to examine the body and help the investigators with some clues. Will spends all of 

his time in the lounge car and is determined to be sociable before getting off the train at 

Crewe. Alex is an easy-going but introverted young man, planning to go hill-walking in the 

highlands.
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION

This is the background information you should give your investigators, assuming you’re starting 

the mystery with some pre-murder role-play. If you launch your session with the set-up, divide 

clues from the pre-murder role-play section between your investigators. 

DETECTIVE GENIUS

• You previously investigated a murder in which the killer had poisoned the victim with 

botulinum toxin through infected food. Botulism inhibits communication between motor 

neurons and muscle cells, leading to paralysis that can stop breathing. The murder was hard 

to prove as botulism toxin poisoning can be accidental and many of the symptoms, especially 

early on, mimic other conditions.  

AFFABLE COMPANION

• As an avid reader of Scottish Society pages, you know that Ruth Lomond is the Duchess of 

Lomond. She was the second child of the former Duke of Lomond but her brother, Andrew, died 

in a boating accident, along with his wife, Gwen, before he could inherit the title.

• The Duchess’ nearest living relative is her niece, Heather Lomond. Until recently, shew was 

Heather Anderson but she’s using her maiden name after separating from her husband, Malcolm. 

Malcolm is the son of Angus and Fiona Anderson, two of the richest tycoons in Scotland.

• Mabel MacBride is Ruth Lomond’s ex-partner. They had a serious, long-term relationship that 

ended many years ago.

• Rebecca Stirling is Mabel’s new partner. She’s the daughter of the Earl of Stirling, though 

her family haven’t retained their wealth like the Lomonds. All her family own is a title and 

a crumbling estate they can barely maintain by opening to visitors. The Stirlings and the 

Lomonds used to be very close but they famously fell out around 20 years ago. There were lots  

of scandalous rumours flying around at the time, though you don’t know if any were true.

POLICE INSPECTOR

• Ruth Lomond is travelling with a licensed hunting rifle. She can neither leave the gun 

nor carry it in any public area of the train. If she needs to leave her berth, she will get a 

member of the crew to lock the gun inside the berth and then wait outside until she returns 

to unlock it and let her back in.

EAGER CONSTABLE

• The train  will stop at Preston at 0:56 and is due to arrive in Edinburgh at 4:50.

• One of the train staff is Jack Peterson. He was your first arrest, a little over 2 years ago, 

for armed robbery. He got out of prison early for good behaviour and seems to be doing well.

A First Class Ticket... To Murder!
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PRE-MURDER ROLEPLAY

The investigators are travelling on the Caledonian Sleeper train from London Euston to Fort 

William. They can be travelling together, or the Detective Genius and Affable Companion can 

be travelling separately from the Police Inspector and Eager Constable. They can decide for 

themselves their reasons for travelling.

If you choose to start this game with the murder, you can include some of this information in the 

investigator’s background information. The Affable Companion should know the most about the 

individuals involved and their relationships.

TRAIN LAYOUT

After boarding at Euston, the investigators should see the layout of the sleeper carriage. There 

are 11 rooms, two with en-suite bathrooms and 2 additional bathrooms at either end. Passengers 

do not get a key to their rooms and so most rooms will remain unlocked for the entire journey.

The rooms are very small: about the width of one double bed. They contain either one or two 

stacked single beds along one side, some hangers along the opposite wall and a shelf underneath 

the window which opens up to reveal a sink underneath. The door to the corridor has a mirror and 

is opposite the window. The wall with the hangers can be opened out to create one larger, double 

sized room, but in most rooms it is kept locked so it appears to be part of the wall. 

You should let the investigators decide their own sleeping arrangements, but they should be 

within the same carriage as the victim and suspects. However many rooms the investigators take, 

there will still be some empty rooms in the carriage.

Passengers with rooms can all use the lounge car, which contains a bar, sofas and table and chair 

sets. 

The Caledonian Express does also have sleeper seats but, in true Agatha Christie style, the cheap 

seats don’t feature in this crimeset. 

MEETING THE OTHER PASSENGERS

Most of the pre-murder role-play will likely take place in the lounge car, where the suspects will 

spend much of their time. The Duchess will remain in 

her room for almost the entire journey until her 

death so the investigators won’t meet her. If it works 

in your game, the Affable Companion should catch 

a glimpse of her going into or coming out of the 

bathroom.

The investigators may be invited to join suspects for 

a drink, or may be required to share tables with them. 

AFFABLE COMPANION
Suspects talk more freely to the 
companion and most of the personal 
information here should be either 
be addressed to them, or should 
be included in their background 
information if you choose to skip 

straight to the murder.

A First Class Ticket... To Murder!
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Heather Lomond is personable and friendly with strangers, and will happily engage in pleasantries 

with them. If she is with David, she introduces him as 

an “old acquaintance” and claims they met by chance on 

the train (in fact, they are in a secret relationship 

and arranged to be on the same train). David says he is 

a plastic surgeon travelling to Preston to meet with a 

wealthy (but anonymous) client.

Heather presents herself as devoted to her aunt Ruth, the Duchess. David is more awkward and, 

despite his best efforts, he seems very stilted to the point of nervous.

Rebecca and Mabel are open and chatty, though Rebecca 

will be visibly distracted by Heather’s presence. 

Mabel may reveal that she and Ruth had a significant 

relationship which ended just over a decade ago, but she 

won’t go into details while Rebecca is around. She will 

say that she and Rebecca met through Ruth, as Rebecca 

and her family were friends of the Lomonds.

Ellie Webster and Jack Peterson are both available for the investigators to talk to but, as 

they’re working in the lounge car, they won’t have much time to start a conversation.

The investigators may also meet Dr Plimcoe, Will Holland and Alex Grant. All are happy to talk, 

though have little to say beyond pleasantries.

THE VICTIM

The Duchess of Lomond, Ruth, will stay in her room for almost the entire journey. She is travelling 

with a hunting rifle, which she has a license for, and legal restrictions mean she can neither 

leave it unsupervised nor carry it outside of her private room. Twice before the murder is 

discovered, a member of the train crew will come to stand guard outside her room while she leaves 

to use the bathroom.

SET-UP

Trigger the set-up whenever you’re ready for the investigation to start. The murder must be 

discovered when the train is between Preston and Edinburgh train stations.

The Duchess of Lomond is found dead in her room around 2:15am. Her niece, Heather, was staying in 

the adjoining room, and the connecting door was open. When Heather turned on the light in her 

own room, she looked into her aunt’s room and “felt something was wrong.” When she went to check 

on her aunt, her bed was in disarray and her body was lying cold on the mattress. There were no 

blood stains or obvious wounds, so characters may not immediately assume the victim was murdered.

AFFABLE COMPANION
David may suggest a few small 
surgical procedures to “help 
smooth out a few of those foibles”. 

DETECTIVE GENIUS
David’s dog, Boxer, is very 
friendly with Heather, despite 
seeming nervous around other 

passengers. 

A First Class Ticket... To Murder!
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TIMELINE

20:15 Passengers board the train at London Euston. The victim and all 
suspects will board around this time, except for Ellie and Jack, who 
will already be in the lounge car.

21:00 The train leaves London Euston

21:15 The Duchess leaves her room for the first time. Ellie stands guard 
outside the door to her room until she returns a few minutes later.

21:25 Mabel MacBride leaves the lounge car.

22:00 Mabel returns to the lounge car.
Jack Peterson takes the Duchess the meal she has ordered and a glass 
of wine.
Police Inspector: Jack looks suspicious while he does so and takes 
longer than usual to deliver the food inside the room (if playing 
with the Eager Constable, let them know this is misleading).

23:00 Heather is talking to David (and possibly the investigators). She 
gets up and leaves, saying she is going to bed. After a few moments, 
David will notice that she’s left her bag behind, pick it up and go 
after her. The investigators will be able to see David catching up to 
Heather and handing her the bag, but they cannot keep the bag itself 
in sight at all times. 

23:40 Any investigator may see Heather and David passing in the corridor 
of the sleeper carriage. They stop for a quick chat and briefly hug 
goodbye.

0:35 The train stops at Preston and David Fuller leaves, with Boxer.

0:50 “The Duchess” leaves her room to use the bathroom. Ellie stands guard 
outside the door. (The Duchess here is actually Heather in disguise).

1:20 Heather returns to the lounge car. She is visibly tired and says she 
cannot sleep so she left the room, not wanting to disturb her aunt.

3:15 Heather returns to her room and the murder is discovered.

4:50 The train is due to arrive in Edinburgh. (The Police Inspector can 
choose, in character, whether they would like the train to stop when 
the murder is confirmed or if they would like it to continue on to 
Edinburgh).

A First Class Ticket... To Murder!
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CLUES

RUTH’S ROOM 

• The investigators can search the room whenever the murder is discovered. The victim’s body 

is still in bed, wearing flannel pyjamas and most of the room looks undisturbed, though the 

bedding itself is very messy.  

• The connecting door between Ruth and Heather’s rooms 

has been kept open by a hook attachment, locking it 

flush against the wall. Ellie or Jack can tell the 

investigators that this is standard when two people 

are travelling together but want more space than just one room between them.

• There is a tray under the bed, with an empty dinner plate and wine glass. There is glass of 

water and a box of sleeping tablets by sink.

• There is a printout of the ticket booking poking out of the victim’s coat pocket. It shows two 

tickets, booked under Ruth’s name and using her credit card. The booking is for two adjoining 

first class rooms from London Euston to Fort William and was made about two weeks beforehand.

• There is a hunting rifle in the room, as expected. The investigators cannot find any bullets 

in in the room and both Ellie and Jack will 

let them know that no ammunition is allowed 

on board the train. 

• The room window is opened slightly. 

DR HAROLD PLIMCOE (HONEST)

• Harold will introduce himself to the investigators (if he hasn’t already) and offer to examine 

the body. He can’t find out too much without an autopsy but he estimates the time of death 

was roughly between 22:15 and 1:15. The cause of death was respiratory failure, which Harold 

suggests could be due to muscle paralysis. 

• If Harold is aware that the victim ate a large dinner and the investigators suggest poisoning 

(accidental or otherwise), he will be able to tell them that there wouldn’t have been time for 

the poison to work if it was in the food the Duchess ate on the train.

ALEX GRANT (HONEST)

• Alex doesn’t know any of the other passengers and didn’t spend much time in the lounge car. 

They slept through the night until they heard the commotion when the body was discovered. 

• They passed Mabel MacBride (they will describe rather than name her) going into Ruth’s room 

around 10pm. If the investigators ask about Ruth’s reaction to Mabel, they say she seemed 

surprised but not reluctant to see her and let her in willingly.

A First Class Ticket... To Murder!

DETECTIVE GENIUS
The victim’s pyjamas are buttoned 

incorrectly. 

DETECTIVE GENIUS / POLICE INSPECTOR
There is a strand of hair, the same 
colour as the victims, caught in the 

window latch.
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HEATHER LOMOND (HIDING THE MURDER)

• Heather is able to present herself well and manages to hide her nerves as shock at her aunt’s 

death. She is expecting the death to be viewed simply as a case of accidental food poisoning.

• Heather knows the arrangements her aunt made for the gun and is able to show the investigators 

that it is still safe in its case. As a safety measure, Heather has brought 2 bullets on board but 

they are hidden on her person at all times. She will 

not consent to be searched and, if the investigators 

try to search her, remind the Police Inspector and 

the Eager Constable that, if they do so without a 

warrant, any case they bring against her will be 

easily dismissed. 

• If she is asked about David Fuller, Heather will hesitate before admitting that they’ve been 

seeing each other since her separation from her husband. She tells them their secrecy is 

because she doesn’t want her husband to take her family money in the divorce by claiming she 

was committing adultery. In fact, Heather is broke and has no access to her family’s wealth 

beyond gifts from her aunt, though she is keeping her relationship secret so she has more 

chance of getting more money in the divorce. 

• If your investigators search Heather’s things, 

they find a brochure for luxury holidays in her 

bag. If she knows the investigators are aware of 

her financial situation and they ask her about the 

brochure, she will say that she was trying to convince her aunt to take a trip with her. A 

closer look at the brochure, however, shows that several ‘couples retreats’ are highlighted.

• Heather doesn’t offer up much information about David or their relationship unless she is 

asked. If the investigators ask his profession, she tells them he is a plastic surgeon. 

• If asked about her movements over the evening, 

Heather will say that she went to bed early but was 

unable to sleep as her aunt was constantly tossing 

and turning, so she got up again. She might dwell on 

how sad she is that wasn’t there for her aunt when 

she actually died.

MABEL MACBRIDE (HIDING HER VISIT TO RUTH)

• Mabel will freely admit that she used to be in relationship with Ruth and that it ended 

around 25 years ago. While they had been very in love at one time, Mabel says she found 

herself drifting apart from Ruth around the time she met Rebecca, a family friend of the 

Lomonds. While that was a cause of tension in the relationship, she and Ruth ultimately 

A First Class Ticket... To Murder!

DETECTIVE GENIUS
Heather’s clothes, while good 
quality, are worn, and her 

diamond is fake.

AFFABLE COMPANION
Heather’s husband is incredibly 

rich in his own right.

POLICE INSPECTOR
There is a slight hesitation 
before Heather says David is a 

plastic surgeon.

(RELEVANT INFORMATION)
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parted on good terms.

• Mabel went to see Ruth shortly after spotting her leaving her room and the two spent some 

time reminiscing. She won’t volunteer this information, as she doesn’t want it getting back 

to Rebecca, who has always seen Ruth as a threat their relationship. She will share this 

information if the investigators confront her with evidence that she went to the victim’s 

room, or if she thinks she is the primary suspect.

• If she is aware that the investigators believe Ruth was active late into tight, Mabel will 

tell them that Ruth always found it difficult to sleep while travelling. She remembers that 

she used to order a heavy dinner, a glass of wine and take a sleeping tablet to knock herself 

out, which usually resulted in a deep, steady sleep.

REBECCA STIRLING (HIDING THAT SHE IS HEATHER’S REAL AUNT)

• Rebecca admits to knowing the victim a 

long time ago but says they lost contact 

over 20 years ago. She is aware of Mabel 

and Ruth’s relationship, but not that Mabel 

went to see Ruth that night. 

• If the investigators allude to Heather 

being a suspect in any way, Rebecca will 

do her best to steer them away from her, 

despite not knowing anything about the 

murder itself. 

• If the investigators are able to search 

Rebecca’s belongings thoroughly, they will 

find an old photograph showing a young 

Rebecca with a similarly aged man and 

woman and a child of about 5. On the back, 

someone has written, “Me, Arthur, Gwen and 

Heather.” 

JACK PETERSON (HIDING THE GOLD WATCH)

• Jack can give the investigators information about Ruth’s rifle and the train’s firearm 

policy if they don’t already have it from the Police Inspector or from Ellie, but he can’t give 

information about the movements of the other suspects.

• He tells the investigators that he went to deliver the Duchess’ dinner in her room at 10pm and 

will describe Mabel leaving at the time he arrived. He is very cagey if asked why he was in 

the room for so long.

A First Class Ticket... To Murder!

POLICE INSPECTOR
Rebecca knows more than she’s letting on.

(MISLEADING INFORMATION)

DETECTIVE GENIUS
Rebecca has a personal connection to 

Heather.

AFFABLE COMPANION
The man and woman in the picture are 
Arthur Stirling (Rebecca’s brother) and 

Gwen Lomond (Heather’s mother).

DETECTIVE GENIUS / POLICE INSPECTOR
The two other figures in the picture have 

their fingers intertwined. 
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• If the investigators search his belongings, they find a gold pocket watch engraved with the 

words “To Will, Love Jane” on the back. 

• The “Will” who owned the watch had accidentally left it behind on the train. Jack had 

initially noticed it and taken it but had been spotted doing so by the Duchess. When he took 

her her dinner, he used the opportunity to try to convince her not to report him, telling 

her that he had only taken it in order to 

hand it into the railway’s lost property 

at the other end of the journey (it’s up 

to you whether he was telling her the 

truth). He’s extremely reluctant to tell the 

investigators this as he’s worried about 

being prosecuted as a repeat offender, but 

he will if he has no hope of hiding it, or 

during an escalation point.

ELLIE WEBSTER (HONEST) 

• Ellie was responsible for making sure that Ruth’s hunting rifle was always secure and she 

went to wait outside the room both times that the Duchess needed to leave it, once at quarter 

past 9 and once around 1am. Ruth seemed fine when she left early in the evening but the second 

time Ellie saw her, she seemed very tired, or possibly a little drunk. She was in her pyjamas, 

her speech wasn’t clear and she kept her gaze firmly on the floor.

• Ellie spent almost the entire evening behind the bar in the lounge car and she can answer any 

questions the investigators have about the other suspects’ movements in and out of the car.

• If it makes sense in your game, Ellie might make an offhand complaint about Jack “leaving 

her basically on her own.” If asked, she’ll explain that he’s been distracted and unfocused all 

night and she’s had to pick up the slack.

A First Class Ticket... To Murder!

POLICE INSPECTOR
You saw the watch on a passenger early 
in the journey, you believe he got off at 

Watford Junction. 
GM: You may role play this encounter if 

you start the game before the murder.

(MISLEADING INFORMATION)
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ESCALATION POINTS

 ! Jack Peterson will tell the investigators about the watch and what he was doing in the 

Duchess’ room if he is still a primary suspect after a couple of hours play, or if the watch 

is found.

 ! If you need to speed up the investigation, Harold Plimcoe will come to the investigators 

with a discovery - a small needle prick on the victim’s inner arm. He found it on a second 

examination of the body, after making the link between botulinum toxin/muscle paralysis and 

botox.

 ! If your investigators have a way to get in touch with the outside world, David Fuller can be 

found and interviewed by an NPC who will ask David any questions the investigators have. He 

will tell them he was on the train from London Euston to Preston and that he didn’t know the 

victim. If he is directly asked, he will say that he is in a relationship with Heather Lomond 

but that they are keeping it private until her divorce is finalised. If he is asked what he 

does for a living, he says he is a plastic surgeon but he won’t offer up the information. The 

investigators cannot tell if he is hiding something. If the investigators ask the outside 

NPC to search the area around Preston train station, David’s clinic or his home, wait a while 

before revealing they find 2 syringes containing traces of botox in a nearby bin. They don’t 

have any fingerprints on them.

 ! Whenever you think is the right time, Rebecca Stirling will reveal that she is Heather’s real 

aunt. Rebecca’s brother and Heather’s mother had a long-term affair and Arthur Stirling 

was Heather’s real father. Rebecca disliked Ruth not just on a personal level, but because of 

intense jealousy that she was such an important figure in both Mabel and Heather’s lives. If, 

however, you need a bit of drama, Heather will discover the photo in Rebecca’s things and put 

two and two together. Fearing her inheritance will be at risk if Rebecca reveals the secret, 

Heather will try to commit a second murder. She’ll either try to steal a knife from the on-

board kitchen, or she’ll simply shoot Rebecca using Ruth’s gun and the bullets that she herself 

smuggled on board.

A First Class Ticket... To Murder!
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SOLUTION

Heather Lomond has run out of money. Most of the property she and her husband shared was in his 

name and she’s already spent more than she can afford on lawyer’s fees to try to claim a portion 

of the money and resources she had during her marriage. Although she and David didn’t start 

their relationship until after Heather’s separation, they did meet several times before then and 

her ex-husband is now claiming that texts and call records from that time prove that Heather 

committed adultery. Heather and David worked together to kill Ruth, hoping that Heather would 

inherit in time to pay her legal debts, and so she wouldn’t be reliant on fighting her ex-husband 

for money.

 When Heather left the lounge car, claiming she was going to sleep, she intentionally left her 

bag behind, giving David the opportunity to run after her to hand it back. While he had the bag, 

he slipped a large syringe of potent botox into her bag. By the time she returned to the room, 

Ruth was already sleeping, having eaten a heavy meal with wine and a sleeping tablet. Heather 

injected the poison into her aunt, killing her within minutes. She then slipped to the bathroom, 

where she hid the needle for David to later retrieve and remove from the train when he left at 

Preston.

While the victim’s body lay in the room, Heather disguised herself in her aunt’s clothes and a wig. 

She then waited until after David and the needle had left the train at Preston before pressing 

the call button and taking care to be seen, as the Duchess of Lomond, leaving the room. Once she 

returns, she redressed her aunt in the clothes she had taken and threw the wig she wore out of the 

train window, where it was whipped away by the wind. A short time later, Heather arrived back 

in the lounge car, claiming she couldn’t sleep. When she went back to the room, she then pretended 

to have discovered the body.

A First Class Ticket... To Murder!



DETECTIVE GENIUS

You notice every relevant detail 
during the investigation.

You receive extra information about 
some clues.

You know if a suspect lied or 
withheld information during an 
interview (but not what they lied 
about/omitted).

You may point things out or draw 
attention to details, but may never 
directly share information (such as 
whether a suspect was lying), nor can 
you confer, or discuss your theories 
or reasoning with other players.

AFFABLE COMPANION

You have more contextual and 
background knowledge than the other 
investigators

You may freely confer and give this 
knowledge to other players.

When you ask questions and examine 
clues, the Detective Genius receives 
additional information as though 
they were the one doing so.

“Am I on time?” - once per game, you 
can negate any action by a suspect 
through perfect timing and blind 
luck: perhaps by opening a door, 
dropping something out of a window 
or happening upon them in a lane 
and starting a friendly chat.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

You previously investigated a murder in 
which the killer had poisoned the victim with 
botulinum toxin through infected food. Botulism 
inhibits communication between motor neurons 
and muscle cells, leading to paralysis that can 
stop breathing. The murder was especially hard 
to prove as botulism toxin poisoning can be 
accidental and many of the symptoms, especially 
early on, mimic other conditions.  

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

As an avid reader of Scottish Society pages, you know 
that Ruth Lomond is the Duchess of Lomond. She was 
the second child of the former Duke of Lomond but her 
brother, Andrew, died in a boating accident, along with 
his wife, Gwen, before he could inherit the title.

The Duchess’ nearest living relative is her niece, Heather 
Lomond. Until recently, she’s been known as Heather 
Anderson but she’s reverted back to her maiden name after 
separating from her husband, Malcolm. Malcolm is the son 
of Angus and Fiona Anderson, two of the richest tycoons 
in Scotland.

Mabel MacBride is Ruth Lomond’s ex-partner. They had a 
serious, long-term relationship that ended many years 
ago.

Rebecca Stirling is Mabel’s new partner. She’s the 
daughter of the Earl of Stirling, though her family 
haven’t retained their wealth like the Lomonds have. She 
has one younger brother, Arthur.  All her family own 
is a title and a crumbling estate that they can barely 
maintain by opening to visitors. The Stirlings and the 
Lomonds used to be very close but they famously fell out 
around 20 years ago. There were plenty of scandalous 
rumours flying around at the time, though you don’t know 
if any were true.



POLICE INSPECTOR

You receive more information than 
any other investigator but some of 
it is misleading

You may share information freely 
with any other player

You usually know if a suspect lied 
or withheld information during an 
interview, but your instincts may 
mislead you.

“We’ve got ‘em dead to rights” - once 
per game, you may chose two suspects. 
The GM will pick one of them, and 
that suspect is arrested and removed 
from the game. The GM must pick an 
innocent suspect, and  provide any of 
their clues they feel appropriate to 
the Detective Genius.

EAGER CONSTABLE

You know which of the Police 
Inspector’s clues are irrelevant  
or misleading (this includes the 
honesty of a witness).

You can never tell the Police 
Inspector that they are wrong. If 
they ever ask you to choose between 
clues or avenues of investigation, 
you must answer “Whatever you think’s 
best, Chief” or words to that effect.

“Gym time is mandatory” - you are the 
only player with enough stamina to 
chase or restrain suspects.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

Ruth Lomond is travelling with a licensed 
hunting rifle. She can neither leave the gun 
nor carry it in any public area of the train. 
If she needs to leave her berth, she will get a 
member of the crew to lock the gun inside the 
berth and then wait outside until she returns 
to unlock it and let her back in.  

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

The train  will stop at Preston at 0:56 and is due 
to arrive in Edinburgh at 4:50.

One of the train staff is Jack Peterson. He was 
your first arrest, a little over 2 years ago, for 
armed robbery. He was let out of prison early 
for good behaviour and seems to have been doing 
well since then. 

The Inspector’s hunch about the hunting rifle 
is misleading.



DETECTIVE GENIUS

There is a strand of hair, the same 
colour as the victims’, is caught in the 

window latch.

DETECTIVE GENIUS

David’s dog, Boxer, is very friendly with 
Heather, despite seeming nervous around 

other passengers. 

A First Class Ticket... To Murder!

SECRET CLUES

POLICE INSPECTOR

There is a strand of hair, the same 
colour as the victims’, is caught in the 

window latch.

DETECTIVE GENIUS

Heather’s clothes, while good quality, 
are worn, and her diamond is fake.

DETECTIVE GENIUS

The victim’s pyjamas are buttoned 
incorrectly. 

POLICE INSPECTOR

There is a slight hesitation before 
Heather says David is a plastic surgeon.

DETECTIVE GENIUS

Rebecca has a personal connection to 
Heather.

DETECTIVE GENIUS

You saw the watch on a passenger early 
in the journey, you believe he got off at 

Watford Junction. 

POLICE INSPECTOR

Rebecca knows more than she’s letting 
on.

POLICE INSPECTOR

The two other figures in the picture 
have their fingers intertwined. 

DETECTIVE GENIUS

The two other figures in the picture 
have their fingers intertwined. 

AFFABLE COMPANION

The man and woman in the picture are 
Arthur Stirling (Rebecca’s brother) and 

Gwen Lomon (Heather’s mother).


